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Transpose of matrics

DeTinition The matrix obiained from any given matrix A, by

interchanging its rows and columns is called the transpose ofA ardd

is denoted by A' or A
31[1 4 6

For example, if A=| 4 5thenA =

6 8
5

It follows that ifA is a mxn matrix, then A will be a n x m

matrix and the (i, th element of A is equal to G, )th element

of A'.
Thus if A =[al, then A' = l4zl.

properties
(i) (A =A.

A= l4

A'=la
(A=l4]=A.

Let

(ii) (cAY =cA' where c is scalar.

We have, cA=da]= [ca.
(CAY = fcal=da,l=cA'.

(i (A +By =A' +B" where A and B are conformal for addition.

Let A=[4} and B = [bz

A+B=lal+b]= l4,+bl.
4+By -lg+bal= la] + [l=A'+B.



(iv) Reversal rule:(AB)' =B'A'whenA and B are confo
pmduct AB.

rmalfail1

Let A
=[a:] and B= [bkl be the in xn and n x j mas

respectively.

Then A' =[a] and B' = [bx] will be the n xm and
matrices respectively.

matrices

nd pxn

Now AB = [a]x [bl =C; where Ci2 bjk and it is a
j=1

171 xp matrix.

ABy-Cwhere Cki 4 bjk=

i=1j=1
where i =1,2,3,... m;k=1,2,3,... p

.1Now, the elements in the kth row of B' are the elements o
the kth column of B.

They are bik b2k bak ... bak
Similarly the elements of the ith column ofA' are

a,a2, 4;3. inThe scalar product of these two sets of elements

-b
j=1|

B'A' =

2b4i =1,2,3, ... m;k==1,2,3,...p2i=1
Therefore, from (1) and (2), we get (AB)' = B'A.



Symmetric &skew-symmetric matri
ces

Symmetric matrix: Definition: A square matrix A =[a; issaid to besymmetric ifA A' i.e., ifa = ai.e., the (i, j)th elementis the same as the (i, i)th element.
Thus in a symmetric matrix a; = 0ji for all i,j ie., aj2= a21B1331 a23a32

ha
For example, if A h b then A'=h b

f

a

L8 CL8. A = A'
A issymmetric.

Skew-symmetric matrices: Definition : A square matrix
A = la] is said to beskew-symmetricifA=-A' i.e.,if a=4;i.e.
the (i, 1)th element is the negative of the (j, i)th elemént for all
i,j.

Since, by definition a;=-4; 24; =0.. a=0.
Therefore the diagonal elements of skew-symmetric matrix are

always Zero.
0a b1

For example, the matrix|a 0 cis skew-symmetric.

-c 0


